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Abstract 

With an increasing usage of sensitive electronic equipment, power quality 

studies had grown to perform power quality data analysis. Wavelet 

transformation technique was founded to be more appropriate to analyze the 

various types of power quality events. This project compares the use of 

various types of wavelets at different scales and levels of decomposition on 

analyzing real recorded Power quality (PQ) events from transmission line 

model or signal generated using MATLAB background. Voltage sag, voltage 

swell and transient event have been tested.  

This method used to detect and classify power quality disturbance in the 

power system using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Wavelet transform. 

The proposed method requires less number of features as compared to 

conventional approach for the identification. The feature extracted through the 

wavelet is trained by Artificial Neural Network for the classification of events. 

After training the neural network, the weight obtained is used to classify the 

Power Quality (PQ) problems.  

Keywords: Wavelet transform, Power quality, Neural Network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Transmission lines are among the power system components with the highest fault 

incidence rate, since they are exposed to the environment. Line faults due to lightning, 

storms, vegetation fall, fog and salt spray on dirty insulators are beyond the control of 

man. The balanced faults in a transmission line are three phase shunt and three phases 

to ground circuits while Single line-to-ground, line-to-line and double line-to-ground 

faults are unbalanced in nature. 

In an electric power system, a fault is any abnormal flow of electric current. Example, 

the fault in which current flow bypasses the normal load we called it as a short circuit. 

Open-circuit fault occurs if the circuit is interrupted by some failure. In three phase 

(3Ø) systems, a fault occurs between one or more phases and a ground, or also may 

arise only between phases. In "Ground Fault", the current follows the earth path. 

In power systems, the protective devices will detect fault conditions and operate 

circuit breakers and other devices to limit the loss of service due to a failure. In a 

polyphase system, a fault may influence all phases equally which is a "symmetrical 

fault". When only some phases are affected, the resulting "asymmetrical fault" 

becomes more complicated to analyze due to the simplifying assumption of equal 

current magnitude in all phases has being no longer applicable. Analysis of such type 

of fault is more often simplified by using methods such as symmetrical components. 

A symmetric or balanced fault affects each of the three phases equally. In the 

transmission line faults, roughly 5% are symmetric. Which upon comparison with 

asymmetric fault, three phases are not affected equally. In practical, mostly unbalance 

faults occur in power systems. An asymmetric or unbalanced fault does not affect 

each of the three phases equally. 

In this paper, various techniques for protection of transmission line based on wavelet 

transform are discussed mainly focuses on the various methods to achieve fault 

detection, classification and isolation in transmission line. Those techniques include 

Wavelet transform. In a modern power system, high speed fault clearance is very 

critical and to achieve this objective different techniques have been developed. 

The system proposed [1] of power-quality detection for power system disturbances 

using adaptive wavelet networks (AWNs). An AWN is two-subnetwork architecture, 

consisting of the wavelet layer and adaptive probabilistic network. Morlet wavelets 

are used to extract the features from various disturbances, and an adaptive 

probabilistic network analyzes the meaningful features and performs discrimination 

tasks. AWN models are suitable for application in a dynamic environment, with add-

in and delete-off features using automatic target adjustment and parameter tuning. The 

proposed AWN has been tested for the power-quality problems, including those 

caused by harmonics, voltage sag, voltage swell, and voltage interruption. 

The detection of the disturbance and its duration are attained by a proper application, 

on the sampled signal, of the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) [2]. Disturbance 

amplitude is estimated by decomposing, in an optimized way, the signal in frequency 
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subbands by means of the Discrete Time Wavelet Transform (DTWT). The proposed 

method is characterized by high rejection to noise, introduced by both measurement 

chain and system under test, and it is designed for an agile disturbance classification. 

Moreover, it is also conceived for future implementation both in real-time 

measurement equipment and in an off-line analysis tool.) 

 

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A. Wavelet Transform 

Wavelet  transforms  have  become  one  of  the  most  important  and  powerful  tool  

of signal  representation.   Nowadays,  it  has  been  used  in  image  processing,  data  

compression, and signal processing.   

 

Fig 1. Proposed approach for classification and detection 
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Wavelet analysis is a relatively new signal processing tool and is applied recently by 

many researchers in power systems due to its strong capability of time and frequency 

domain analysis [3],  [4]. The two areas with most applications are power quality 

analysis and power system protection [5]–[8]. 

The definition of continuous wavelet transform (CWT) for a given signal x(t) with 

respect to a mother wavelet ѱ(t) is 

CWT (a, b) = 
1

√𝑎
  ∫ 𝑥(𝑡) 

∞

−∞
ѱ (

t−b

a
) dt    (1) 

where is the scale factor and is the translation factor.  

For CWT, t, a, and b are all continuous. Unlike the Fourier transform, the wavelet 

transform requires the selection of a mother wavelet for different applications 

The application of wavelet transform in engineering areas usually requires a discrete 

wavelet transform (DWT), which implies the discrete form of t, a, and b in (1). The 

representation of DWT can be written as 

     

where the original and parameters in (1) are changed to be the functions of integers n, 

m. k is an integer variable and it refers to a sample number in an input signal. 

A very useful implementation of DWT, called multiresolution analysis, is 

demonstrated in Fig. 2. The original sampled signal x(n) is passed through a highpass 

filter h(n) and a lowpass filter l(n). Then the outputs from both filters are decimated 

by 2 to obtain the detail coefficients and the approximation coefficients at level 1 (D1 

and A1). The approximation coefficients are then sent to the second stage to repeat 

the procedure. Finally, the signal is decomposed at the expected level. In the case 

shown in Fig. 1, if the original sampling frequency is F, the signal information 

captured by D1 is between F/4 and F/2 of the frequency band.D2 captures the 

information between F/8 and F/4, D3 captures the 

 

Fig 2. Wavelet multiresolution analysis  

information between F/16 and F/8, and A3 retains the rest of the information of 
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original signal between 0 and F/16 . By such means, we can easily extract useful 

information from the original signal into different frequency bands and at the same 

time the information is matched to the related time period. 

The  larger  the  wavelet  energy,  the  more  the  information  is  preserved  after  

decomposition. The  definition  of  total  energy  and  average  power  for  a  signal  

x[n] being  expressed  as  follows  in  Eqs.  (3) & (4). 

𝐸 = ∑ 𝑥2(𝑛)∞
𝑛=−∞       (3)  

𝑃 =  lim
𝑥→∞

1

2𝑁 
 ∑ 𝑥𝑛(𝑛)𝑁

𝑛=−𝑁    (4) 

After successful decomposition process we got energy coefficient of individual 

signals that transfer to the neural network for classification of internal and external 

fault. The wavelet transform is comparison analysis which determines the amount of 

similarity of given signal to a shifted and scaled version of predefined basic function. 

The data window length of wavelet transform can vary through variation of scale 

factor.  After successful decomposition process we got energy coefficient of 

individual signals that transfer to the neural network for classification of internal and 

external fault. Based on best result occurs in proposed work ,we are select number of 

decomposition level of Multiresolution analysis and type of Mother wavelet. This 

selection is totally based on MATLAB simulation study. 

 

B. Artificial Neural Network 

Roughly speaking, a neural network is a collection of artificial neurons. An artificial 

neuron is a mathematical model of a biological neuron in its simplest form. From our 

understanding, biological neurons are viewed as elementary units for information 

processing in any nervous system. Without claiming its neurobiological validity, the 

mathematical model of an artificial neuron is based on the following theses: 

1. Neurons are the elementary units in a nervous system at which information 

processing occurs. 

2. Incoming information is in the form of signals that are passed between neurons 

through connection links. 

3. Each connection link has a proper weight that multiplies the signal trans- mitted. 

4. Each neuron has an internal action, depending on a bias or fring threshold, resulting 

in an activation function being applied to the weighted sum of the input signals to 

produce an output signal. Thus, when input signals x1, x2, . . . , xn reach the neuron 

through connection links with associated weights w1,w2, . . .,wn, respectively, the 

resulting input to the neuron, called the net input, is the weighted sum ∑ 𝑤𝑖. 𝑥𝑖𝑛
𝑖=1 . If 

the firing threshold is b and the activation function is f, then the output of that neuron 
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is  

𝑦 = 𝑓(∑ 𝑤𝑖. 𝑥𝑖𝑛
𝑖=1 ) 

In the first computational model for artificial neurons, proposed by McCulloch and 

Pitts [43], outputs are binary, and the function f is the step function. 

 

Figure 3: First model for artificial neuron 

Defined by  

𝑓(𝑥) =  {
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ≥ 0
0 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 < 0

 

so that the activation of that neuron is 

𝑓(∑ (𝑤𝑖. 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑏) =  {
1 𝑖𝑓 ∑ 𝑤𝑖. 𝑥𝑖 ≥ 𝑏𝑛

𝑖=1

0 𝑖𝑓 ∑ 𝑤𝑖. 𝑥𝑖 < 𝑏𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
𝑖=1   

This is depicted in Figure 3. An artificial neuron is characterized by the parameters θ 

= (w1,w2, . . . ,wn, b, f) 

The bias b can be treated as another weight by adding an input node x0 that always 

takes the input value x0 = +1 and setting w0 = −b (see Figure 4). With this 

representation, adjusting bias and adjusting weights can be done in the same manner. 

We will consider here only feed-forward neural networks, that is, information 

propagates only forward as indicated by the direction of the arrows. Mathematically 

speaking, a feedforward neural network is an acyclic weighted, directed graph. 

Viewing artificial consists of an input layer of input nodes and one output layer 

consisting of 
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Figure 4: Artificial neuron with bias as weight 

 

neurons. This is referred to as a single- layer neural network because the input layer is 

not a layer of neurons, that is, no computations occur at the input nodes. This single-

layer neural network is called a perceptron. 

 

Figure 4: Perceptron 

 

A multi-layer neural network is a neural network with more than one layer of neurons. 

Note that the activation functions of the different neurons can be different. The 

neurons from one layer have weighted connections with neurons in the next layer, but 

no connections between neurons of the same layer. A two- layer neural network is 

depicted in Figure 5. Note that activation functions of different neurons can be 

different. The input layer (or layer 0) has n+ 1 node, the middle layer, called the 

hidden layer, has p nodes, and the output layer has m nodes. This is called an n-p-m 

Neural network. Neurons (nodes) in each layer are somewhat similar. Neurons in the 

hidden layer are hidden in the sense that we cannot directly observe their output. 
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From input patterns, we can only observe the output patterns from the output layer. 

Of course, a multi-layer neural network can have more than one hidden layer. The 

two-layer neural network depicted in Figure 5 is a typical multi- layer perceptron 

(MLP), a multilayer neural network whose neurons perform the same function on 

inputs, usually a composite of the weighted sum and a differentiable nonlinear 

activation function, or transfer function, such as a hyperbolic tangent function. Multi-

layer perceptrons are the most commonly used neural network structures for a broad 

range of applications. 

 

 

Figure 5: Two layer Neural Network 

 

C. Current Transformer (C.T.) 

The transformer used for measurement of current is called as current transformer. The 

current transformer is used with its primary winding connected in series with line 

carrying the current to be measured and, therefore, the primary current is dependent 

upon load connected to system and is not determine by the load (burden) connected 

on the secondary winding of the current transformer. The primary winding consists of 

very few turn and, therefore, there is no appreciable voltage drop across it. The 

secondary of current transformer has larger number of turns, the exact number being 

determined by the turns ratio. The ammeter or wattmeter current coil, are connected 

directly across secondary winding terminals. Thus a current transformer operates its 

secondary winding nearly under short circuit condition. One of the terminals of the 

secondary winding is earthed so as to protect equipment and personnel in the vicinity 

in the event of insulation breakdown in current transformer. 

 D. Potential Transformer (P.T) 

The transformer used for measurement of voltage is called as current transformer. 

Potential transformers are used to operate voltmeters, the potential coils of wattmeter 
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and relays from high voltage lines. The primary winding of transformer is connected 

across the line carrying the voltage to be measured and the voltage circuit is 

connected across the secondary winding. The design of potential transformer is quite 

similar to that of a power transformer but the loading of potential transformer is 

always small, sometimes only a few volt-ampere. The secondary winding is design so 

that a voltage of 100 to 120V is delivered to the instrument load. The normal 

secondary voltage rating is 110V. 

F. Working of Proposed Approach  

The three phase output current signal of any transmission line, transformer, generator 

or alternator, substation or any other electrical equipment are measure using current 

transformer (C.T.). This current signal is send to wavelet transform block for signal 

extraction. In this block, spectral energy of all individual phase current signal 

calculated using wavelet transform techniques. This current spectral energy 

coordinates send to the input of neural network. The Neural Network already train for 

different PQ disturbance condition. Based on training data set Neural network give 

their decision for type of PQ disturbances. 

 

Fig 5: Working of proposed approach 

 

III. SIMULATION MODEL AND RESULTS 

A. Power Quality Disturbance Dataset using Wavelet Transform 

Power quality disturbance signals are generated in MATLAB simulink.  A 34.5 KV  

Distribution  network  consist  of   three  phase  loads  and  one  nonlinear  load,  

various  power  quality  disturbances  like  voltage sag, swell, transients, harmonics, 

momentary interruption, fault signals and normal voltage signals  have been 

simulated.  Simulation particulars:  Total simulation time=1sec, Time for observe PQ 

disturbance between 0.2 to 0.4 second.  
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Normal Voltage 

 

Fig 6. Simulation model for generation of normal voltage 

 

 

Fig 7. Generated normal voltage signal 

 

Wavelet transform analysis has been carried out on normal voltage waveform by 

considering debachies-1 mother wavelet up to five level decomposition. The five level 

decomposition gives five detail coefficients. The standard deviations of detail 

coefficients are different for each and every power quality disturbance are shown in 

figure. 
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Fig 8. Wavelet multiresolution analysis using Wavelet toolbox for normal voltage 

signal and energy calculation. 

 

Voltage Sag 

For generation of sag voltage in matlab simulation model, we consider 34.5 KV 

transmission model with 440 Volt, 50Hz inductive load of 30 KVAR and active load 

of 10W. Sag generated in between 0.1 to 0.4 second. Total simulation time is 1 

second. 

 

Fig 9. Simulation model for generation of voltage sag 
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Fig 10. Generated voltage sag signal 

 

Wavelet transform analysis has been carried out on sag waveform by considering 

debachies-1 mother wavelet up to five level decomposition. The five level 

decomposition gives five detail coefficients. The standard deviations of detail 

coefficients are different for each and every power quality disturbance. is for 

remaining disturbances are shown in figure below. 

 

 Fig 11. Wavelet multiresolution analysis using Wavelet toolbox for sag voltage 

signal and energy calculation. 

Voltage Swell 

For generation of swell voltage in matlab simulation model, we consider 34.5 KV 

transmission model with 440 Volt, 50Hz capacitive load of 30 KVAR and active load 

of 10W. Swell generated in between 0.1 to 0.4 second. Total simulation time is 1 

second. 
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Fig 12. Simulation model for generation of voltage swell 

 

 

Fig 13. Generated voltage swell signal 

 

 

Fig 14. Wavelet multiresolution analysis using Wavelet toolbox for swell voltage 

signal and energy calculation. 
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Momentary Interruption Voltage 

For generation of momentary irruption of voltage in matlab simulation model, we 

consider 34.5 KV transmission model with 440 Volt, 50Hz inductive load of 30 

KVAR and active load of 30W. Interruption generated in between 0.1 to 0.4 second. 

Total simulation time is 1 second. 

 

Fig 15. Simulation model for generation of momentary interruption of voltage 

 

Fig 16. Generated momentary interruption of voltage signal 

 

 

Fig 17. Wavelet multiresolution analysis using Wavelet toolbox for momentary 

interruption of voltage signal and energy calculation. 
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Voltage with Harmonics 

For generation of harmonics of voltage in matlab simulation model, we consider 34.5 

KV transmission model with series RL load branch of inductance 22mH and 

resistance 5 KΩ, Universal bridge consists of diode have diode resistance 100MΩ, 

Snubber resistance 1Ω, Forward voltage 50V. Total simulation time is 1 second. 

 

Fig 18. Simulation model for generation of Harmonics 

 

 

Fig 19. Generated Harmonics using Matlab simulation model 

 

 

Fig 20. Wavelet multiresolution analysis using Wavelet toolbox for Harmonics of 

voltage signal and energy calculation. 
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Transient Voltage 

For generation of transient of voltage in matlab simulation model, we consider 34.5 

KV transmission model with starting of transformer having rating 50MVA. During 

starting of transformer high transients are generated. Starting is done at 0.4 second. 

Total simulation time is 1 second. 

 

Fig 21. Simulation model for generation of voltage transients 

 

 

Fig 22. Generated voltage transients using Matlab simulation model 

 

 

Fig 23. Wavelet multiresolution analysis using Wavelet toolbox for Transient of 

voltage signal and energy calculation. 
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Fault Voltage 

For generation of faulted signal of voltage in matlab simulation model, we consider 

34.5 KV transmission model with all transmission line three phase fault. In this case 

we consider Line to Ground fault between Phase A to Ground. Fault occurs between 

o.1 to 0.4 second. Total simulation time is 1 second. Transmission line length is 10 

km fault occurs at 5 km in between line. 

 

Fig 24. Simulation model for generation of faulted voltage signal 

 

 

Fig 25. Generated fault voltage signals using Matlab simulation model 
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Fig 26. Wavelet multiresolution analysis using Wavelet toolbox for faulted voltage 

signal and energy calculation. 

 

B. Power Quality Disturbance Classification Using Neural Network 

Training Dataset for Neural Network 

We can train the neural network by using spectral energy coordinates which calibrated 

by wavelet multiresolution analysis. For training neural network we apply energy 

coefficient from level 5 of multiresolution analysis (MRA). Apply input to Neural 

network as energy of A5, D5, D4, D3, D2 and D1. 

Input dataset and target dataset generated using above power quality disturbance 

cases. Training dataset for different power quality disturbance signal for train neural 

network are shown in table 1 and 2 respectively. 

Table 1: Input training data for neural network 

PQ Disturbance A5E D5E D4E D3E D2E D1E 

Normal Voltage 97.91 1.56 0.39 0.10 0.02 0.01 

Momentary 

interruption 

97.91 1.56 0.39 0.10 0.02 0.01 

Voltage sag 97.86 1.58 0.40 0.11 0.04 0.02 

Voltage swell 97.56 1.62 0.43 0.15 0.18 0.06 

Harmonics 97.20 1.55 0.66 0.35 0.17 0.07 

Transient 97.94 1.54 0.39 0.10 0.02 0.01 

LG Fault (AG) 97.93 1.55 0.39 0.10 0.02 0.01 

LLG Fault (ABG) 98.04 1.47 0.37 0.09 0.02 0.01 

LLLG Fault (ABCG) 98.12 1.41 0.35 0.09 0.02 0.01 

LL Fault (AC) 98.03 1.48 0.37 0.09 0.02 0.01 

Where, A5E = Spectral energy of Approximate coordinate at level 5 
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D5E = Spectral energy of Detail coordinate at level 5 

D4E = Spectral energy of Detail coordinate at level 4 

D3E = Spectral energy of Detail coordinate at level 3 

D2E = Spectral energy of Detail coordinate at level 2 

D1E = Spectral energy of Detail coordinate at level 1 

 

Table 2: Target training data for neural network 

PQ Disturbance ANN Target 

Normal Voltage 1 

Momentary interruption 2 

Voltage sag 3 

Voltage swell 4 

Harmonics 5 

Transient 6 

Fault voltage 7 

 

Results from Neural Network 

Confusion matrix plot 

 

Figure 27: Confusion matrix plot for train neural network. 
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Training Performance 

 

Figure 28: Training performance of trained Neural Network. 

 

Table 3: Actual output from neural network after training 

PQ Disturbance Target Output ANN Output Error 

Normal Voltage 1 1 0 

Momentary interruption 2 1.98 0.02 

Voltage sag 3 2.99 0.01 

Voltage swell 4 4 0 

Harmonics 5 5 0 

Transient 6 6 0 

Fault voltage 7 7 0 

 

CONCLUSION 

This method used to detect and classify power quality disturbance in the power 

system using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Wavelet transform. The proposed 

method requires less number of features as compared to conventional approach for the 

identification. The feature extracted through the wavelet is trained by Artificial Neural 

Network for the classification of events. After training the neural network, the weight 

obtained is used to classify the Power Quality (PQ) problems. 

The overall efficiency of neural network for Power Quality disturbance analysis is 66 

%.  
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